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ANYTHING
Swollen Members feat. Moka Only

(Prevail)
You don't have to have it to love it
Strange master of puppet
Sting like metal hornet
You bring that ceinturon cornet
Fuel injected performance
We do what we do on purpose
Life versus life
Some verses on the surface
But ours, deep like scars
The world ain't enough
Death metal we're the next rebel diamonds in the
rough
Time's up, batter up
Strike a mouth, foul mouth
Give a fuck, outter rock, find a safe place to duck
And a higher
Striker from the side like a matchbox
For respire, live wire, double vodka on the rocks
Trouble touch, passion walks, troubleshoot until it stops
Now the hound is down fox you grind your round in
ground box
Hard to believe
Spit hard and achieve
Chase stars follow dreams
Get mine with my team
We're in the driver's seat now
Live wild and extreme
Shifting gears to their scream
Watching red lights turn green
Come on !

CHORUS (Moka Only)

All the that things we do
Just to get what we need
With the pressure on me
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We can do anything

And it's hard to believe
And it's hard to succeed
In a world full of greed

You can do anything

When you just wanna do
What your heart tell you to
They might not wanna see

Never mind what they say

All alone it's your own
Your own world it's your life
You can make you can be

Anything anyway

(Madchild)
Hold up
Now who the fuck you think you're talking to ?
Madchild this is a bad trap you walked into
Adrenaline'll rock, if you, shocking, I can do
Anything is possible knockind down obstacles
Crashing barricades, won't last if they're afraid, no
time to celebrate, I grind accelerate
An innovative that capture words to illustrate
In full tray
Infamous jaws that violate
Violent sentence idleness causes silence
I anihilate viciously no mercy or sympathy
Interesting centrepiece orchestrated symphony
Sting of a scorpion act inapropriate
Pressure's not too much for me I cope with it
Smash the fucking door down it I see an opening
Full force
Kid I'm a sick individual, refuse to be miserable, minds
laced for visual

CHORUS (Moka Only)

All the that things we do
Just to get what we need
With the pressure on me

We can do anything

And it's hard to believe
And it's hard to succeed



In a full of greed

You can do anything

When you just wanna do
What your heart tell you to
They might not wanna see

Never mind what they say

All alone it's your own
Your own world it's your life
You can make you can be

Anything anyway

(Moka Only)
People understand but they don't want to
So much pressure on you that it haunts you
Trying to perceive because it got you
Sticking to your guns because it caught you
Like
Lose your chains and completely miss
And if there's one thing I learn it's they regret the pitch
You gotta
Stretch your tongue and set your preach
Every second count for the best of it
It's like
Stop and go
Up and down in between
Don't get lost try to figure what they mean
Just play how you do
Wether alone or with a team
Keep your head on straight and grab a hold on your
dreams
This it

CHORUS (Moka Only)

All the that things we do
Just to get what we need
With the pressure on me

We can do anything

And it's hard to believe
And it's hard to succeed
In a full of greed

You can do anything



When you just wanna do
What your heart tell you to
They might not wanna see

Never mind what they say

All alone it's your own
Your own world it's your life
You can make you can be

Anything anyway
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